Metadata from Videotapes

Test 1 (VHS 1)
Title Sticker on tape (from SCANLAB film and video, Saint Cloud):
Titre: Demonlover
Episode: Rushes 1ER Semaine
Nx pisode: Client: Elizabeth Films
Fabrication: 11/07/01 Dure: 00h19m00s Partie: 1/1
MD Format: VHS Standard: NTSC VIZ
CH1: Dir. M
CH2: Dir. M
Origine Ft: Beta SP Sd: COMP625 Format image: 4/3
Machine Source: VTR07 Machine Record: VHS01 Technicien: PM

Tape Stock: Fuji Super HG
Tape Stock Batch #: 1350G2DA, E 30 SHG

Test 2 (VHS 2)
“Sid & Nancy” commercially distributed VHS
111 min, color, copyright Zenith Productions, Ltd. MCMLXXXVI

Test 3 (U-matic)
Title Sticker on tape and container (From Atlantic):
Toby Lightman
“Holding Me Down” 3:15 C/C
From CD “Bird on a Wire”
Atlantic Records

Tape Stock: doesn’t say brand, 187 KCA-10
Tape Stock Batch #: 52141